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CROP PRODUCTION. SUPPLY/DEMAND ON FRIDAY 

Posted on 7/8/2015 5:40:32 AM 
 
WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR  OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.  

  

  

Higher close for rough rice while lower for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with oats, corn, 
soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil. I have to admit the wheat complex has held up well in spite of the grain 
reports last week for this complex. The technicals remain bullish no matter how the fundamentals look and shouldn't 
be ignored. With that being said at least partially hedging your crops is a personal thing depending how they're doing 
in your area. Let me set you up with our hedge department for help. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE BY JUST 
LISTENING!  The chart formations below, in my opinion look dangerous for a nice size correction while support for 
Minneapolis is under 600 (Sept.), 550 for Chicago while KC is in some support right now. The one thing that has 
helped the grains (soybeans) go further than they normally would have was the announcement that there will be a 
resurvey in Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Arkansas which will keep us guessing on the planted area estimates longer 
than normal. I still feel these wheat and bean prices are a gift for farmers to add on to their hedges. I continue to 
foresee the wheat complex coming back down along with the bean complex while corn holds up the best based on 
the fundamental picture at this time. Naturally, weather will continue to play a strong part in this scenario. Also, China 
has economic problems of their own to contend with. I feel we need to continue to see the action for a while longer in 
order to, hopefully, get a better handle on what lies ahead. Either way, you can't really go wrong doing some hedging 
if the pricing is right for you. Trying to catch tops and bottoms is more luck than anything else as far as I'm concerned. 
Oats have been trending higher since early May and could possibly be in a BULL PENNANT at this time. I need to 
see a close over three dollars to feel confident about a sustained rally. Rice finally looks really bullish closing higher 
for its fifth session in a row which also happens to be its best close since the beginning of April. Closing over 
1070 was significant in my opinion and now happens to be where its nearest support is. Corn still needs to settle over 
450 in my opinion but sure looks good technically and better than the rest of the grain complex fundamentally. OUR 
HEDGE DEPARTMENT DID CALLTHE 450 AS AN OBJECTIVE! I I still need to see beans (Nov.) settle. 
over1040 (Nov.) even though they came within three cents of that price before retracing lower. Good support starts 
around 980. Meal has fallen three sessions in a row with its nearest support under 310 (Dec.). Like the beans I have 
a hard time trusting its present price level. On the other hand oil has little doubt in my mind where it's headed after a 
sharply lower close ending up with its worst low and close since the beginning of May. At least it's in some support 
albeit at the lower end. A close below 3175 should give me a sell signal. Either way I'm removing my buy signal. BUY 
SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO WHEAT, SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL ALONG 
WITH OATS, CORN AND ROUGH RICE. For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & more, sign up for a 
FREE 30 -day trial to markethead.com. 
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